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FRIXCIOLE 0%, C ' .,Ic., AD i, EASUREiX2£r ACCURACY OF -:ODEL YYB1-1

REL:'CfE Si RAIM: GAUGE

Ch'ung Ch'in, University Fan Ching Hung

As the mechanics industry strides forward in the direction

of high speed,accuracy and high volume,the problem of strength,

vibration and hardness of the rotating parts of all kinds of

machines suddenly becomes very important.At home and abroad,

current collecting rings are generally used to bring out signals

for the purpose of measuring physical parameters of the rotating

parts.With such contact-type measurements,the amount of work done

is large,and the contact resistance between the current collector

and the brush is difficult to stabilize, This is why it has been

long conceived that one could employ a signal transmitter installed

on the rotating part to transform physical parameters such as strain

into electrical signals and use electromagnetic waves to carry these

signals onto the receiver, thus fulfilling the requirements of non-

contact type measureiment.11owever,such remote strain gauges are

usually required to work under unfavorable conditions,especially so

in view of the weakness of the signals generated by the strain(on

the order of a few pV) and the serious electromagnetic interference

coming from the electric sparks and operating frequencies in the

industrial environment.In addition,space for installing gauges on

the rotating parts is usually very linited.This is why for a long

period of time no good solution has been found for such problems as

interference resistance,rellability,ctability,accuracy and microni-

zation of the remote strain gauge.Aiming at solving this problem,

- I



the Straiin 1i%..:,o Lo- e:. urement Study Group of our university han

successfully fabricated tne iodel 'x7i-1 ikemote Strain Gauge(see

Plate I Photo 1)with the help of Ch'ung Ch'ing Steel Company,Tung

Fang Electrical and Nachinery Factory,Hu t1sin Instruments Company

and eh'en- Tu Academy of Communications Engineering.

I.Characteristics and Principle of Operation of the Remote Gauge

In our designwe have adopted electric field coupling and a

lower frequency range instead of tie usual ultrashort waves for signal

transmission. Thus we were able to avoid the strong absoption by

metallic material of ultrashort waves,to simplify the circuit design,

and increase the reliability and stability of the system. Also,micron-

ization was facilitated by the elimination of the inductive elements

necessary for ultrshort waves.Pulse frequency modulation was used

instead of a sinusoidal regime.This increased the system's resistance

to interferences.Direct supply bridge was used to circizqvent the

fproblem of distributive capacitance(which sometimes becomes more
ll

significant in performing measurements on rotating parts).Circuit

complexity and the necessity for using capacitance balancing poten-

tiometer were also avoided.Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the

circuit.

1(. , at e
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Fig.I Block diagram of Model YYB1-1 Remote Strain Gauge

44 (Key, next pvc~)



1 .~asurnr bidge11 .Ocil1.htcr

2.Amplifier 12. OtOlyn:.;t.ccvezx

3.Prercure-rp!-ulated oscillator 13.1eak am~plitude detector

4.LBuffer amplification 14.Filter

5.1Bnittinr plate 15.Power amplifier

6.0onstant voltage source 16.Balancinp statge

7.Electronic switch 17.Digital display

8.Emission end 18. Oscilloscope

9.Receivinfg plate 19.Recorder

7.1O.Arnplifier discriminator 20.Receiving end

On the sifgnal emission end,variation in strain passes through

the measuring bridge and is transformed into voltage variation.2his'

is amplified and used to control a pressure-regulated oscillator.

In this manner,variation in strain modulates the frequency of the

rectangular pulses,and the train of pulses act as carrier of the

desired strain signal.Such signals reach the receiving end via

eledtric field coupling between the emitting plate and the receivi

plate,and non-contact transmission of signal is achieved.

* On the receiving end,owing to losses and external inteference

incurred in the process of transmission,the pulse trains transmnitt

through the electric field are reduced in amplitude,distorted in

shape and contain noises.To eliminate these effects,we let the sig

pass through an amplifier discriminator so as to have sufficient

output anplitude,and to restore the original shape of the pulse tr

Then the signals were fed into a digital frequency counter to asce

K their static or average value of strain.The modified pulse train

passed through a frequency-amplitude converter ,a rectifier and

filter. The digital signal(pulse frequency) was converted back mnt
analog signal(strain waveform) and either recorded with crystal



oscillator os-cilloscope or displayed on cathode ray opcilloscopp.

Following io an analySis of the various parts of the remote

gaupe.

The Fip.ion .nd

Constant voltage source - Variation in source voltage has decided

effects on such parts as the bridge circuit. Owing to limitation on

volume, the volume of the battery used on the emission end is generally

small,and the decrease in voltage with time is significant(Fig.5).If

electricity is supplied externally,then there will be larger variation

in the source voltage that is coupled to the axle due to variation in

the spacing between the axle and the source.Therefore,to ensure

accuracy of the remote gauge measurements,it is very important to

design higher-accuracy constant voltage source on the emission end.

The difficulty involved lies not only in increased volume of the

emission end but,more significantly,also in the higher currents

required.This in turn reduces the life of the battery(A set of high-

accuracy constant voltage source uses approximately 10 mA of auxiliary

0current while the emission end itself only uses up 20-30 mA.)In our

design,we made the bridge part of the constant voltage source,and

used a series-type constant voltage source that contained feed-back

* loops so that the remote gauge used only about 3 mA of auxiliary

current while it got the benefit of two sets of higher-accuracy

constant voltage source. (For the positive source,variation in input

voltage was 10,O,while that for the output volt.ge was .15;for the

negative source,variation in input voltage was 10%,while that for

the output voltage was 1%.)

The bridge - The sensing element consists of a common resistor-type

or foil-type strain plate (Inner bridge uses two 120Q standard resis-

torS)connected according to the general principle of strain measure-

77=771 M-



mont into rinf1e arndoutlp qrm and complete Lr',c strain meacu':

W.hentstone bridje circuitr.If the corresponding resistor-type e.ensor

was uoed, the br.IJ-., could be used for measuring speed,acceleration,

pressure and other quantities.As only direct current was used,no

capacitance balancing loops were required.If a potentiometer was ued

on the bridre to balance the resistors,then approxi:mately 2-, error

would result because the resistance of the pot'entio'-.eter would be on the

brid.e but .rould not respond tb the variation in the signal.Taking into

consideration the fact that the emission end of the remote gauge lies

very close to the strain plate,one only needs to make careful choice

of the resistance of the strain plate so that there exists only a ver:

small nonlinearity. Therefore,we have adopted unbalanced input on the

bridge,and the operating point has been set with the help of the

potentiometer in the amplifier.

Amplifier- The emission end of the remote gauge uses as its amplifirl,

a linear integrated circuit.Different ranges of measurement are obtained

by varying its closed-loop feed-back resitance which determines the

amplification power.

Pressure-regulated oscillator- The function of the pressure-regulatec'

oscillator is to transform pressure variation due to variation in str.1

into variation in frequency,thus achieving frequency modulation. This

type of oscillators arise from multi-harmonic oscillators.They can

generate pulse trains continuously.1he frequency of the oscilloscope

is controlled by the output voltage of the amplifier.Within the range

of operation,linearity in pressure and frequency is preserved.This ha:'

been predicted by theory and borne out by experiments.

Buffer amplifier- Besides amplification of the oscillation,the main

-S * C - .- ~, -"-'AIL -



function of the buffer amplifier is to isolate the oscillator from

its sur'oundings so as to reduce parasitic frequency modulation.

Electronic switch- For measurements made on machinery that cannot

conveniently be stopped,eg. a moving ship,the remote gauge has a

simple electronic switch with the help of which one can control the

switching of the power source at the emission end from the receivini-

end. The switch is connected to the base of the emission end switchir,

crystal.When the switch for emission end power source,located at the

receiving end,is in the off position,there is no potential on the bazt

of the switching crystal. The crystal becomes nonconducting, the constant

voltage source is cut off and no work is done by the emission end.

When the switch is in the on position,current flows through the brush

the switch ring attains ground potential and the switching crystal

becomes saturated. The constant voltage circuit is closed,and the

emission end starts operating.In order to avoid problems arising

from poor contact between the brush arid the switch ring,we have

*designed a RC time-delayed return circuit,so that when the brush

is temporarily disengaged from the switch ring, the emission end can

still keep on operating normally.

The Receiving Tnd

Impedance transformer- We have installed an impedance transformer o

the receiving plate.This is an emitter-followec.It has a large input

impedance,and can accept weak signals, thus increasing the allowable

transmission distance.On the other hand,its output impedance is very

low,so that it is allowed to have a very long cable and not suffer

from interference.

Amplifier discriminator - To eliminate interference,we designed a

two-terminal amplifier discriminator that has high-gain negative
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feti1-back. The oi:. ,:, eniterin.- throiii h the receiving anternna -re

discarded by the di~crir:inator after a,-plification,and the 01-nal is

restored to better defineC square waves.

Nain orcillator -This is a multi-har:monic oscillator with improved

rising edge.,

Its natural frequency of oscillation equals the central frequency

designed.A5 the potential of the base is controlled by the amplifier

discriminator,when the emission end is operating,the frequency of

oscillation is forced to synchronize with the emission end.However,

when the emission end is not operating, the frequency of oscillation

becomes the central frequency. The oscillator has three functions:When

the emission end suddenly has a power outage,the crystal oscillator

will be protected;it indicates the regulation of the potentiometer on

the emission end;it further improves the waveform of the pulse train.

Frequency-amplitude converter-Its function is to recover the freque
modulated siJal. The remote gauge adopts a self-sustaining sav,-tooth wave

circuit. The rectangular wave is transformed into a saw-tooth wave. The

amplitude of the saw-tooth wave is inversely proportional to the

frequency so that frequency-amplitude conversion can be achieved.

Peak-amplitude detection and filtering- The purpose of peak-amplitu

detector is to obtain the envelope of the saw-tooth wave.The wave is

first detected by a diode,and then passed through a RC filter, thus

restoring the original strain waveform.

Power amplification- Power amplification is accomplished by using

a two-stage cascade emitter-follower.Since the cascaded emitter-foll

has a low output impedance,it can take a large load,and put out larg

power. In order to have zero output of crystal oscillator when there



no strain,we have used a balancing ,7ttqe,wn1ch is also made up of r,

two-stage cascade emitter- oi:wcr.A potentiometer is used to adju*

the potential of the output so that the two ends of the crystal

oscillator has zero potential difference.

II.Performance rsts And CG.ief Technical Indices of the Remote

Strain Gauge

Linearity

Fig.2 shows the relationship between measured strain and output

current.(The 'linear values' in the figure have been obtained by

connecting full-scale point A to zero point with a straight line and

finding the values on the ordinate corresponding to the given strain

values.)In the measurement,the output terninal has a fixed load

resistance.(This has been tauten to'be 15 2 in accordance with the

FC6-2500 crystal oscillator corresponding to X.odel SC-16 light ray

oscilloscope.)For full-range output(set at 20 mA),error in linearity

has been measured to be 1.35 for positive strain and 0.91 for negati.

strain.I I I I I

18 -8.

16 15.53/ , -

14 o.

12 12.93

10 (1276)j

1.6 (10-23)

- _(7.61)
4_j (508)

100, 200 300 400 s

Fig.2 Strain at emission end vs.output current curve

Upper figures:average of 3 measurements

Lower fi,-ures:'linear values'

1. output terminal
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SAz >t 1.2. 2u~i :;, brije' is u ed,bridge circuit is rurely rcCi K

and has no effect on the frcquexcy respone.Cne can open the bridse

circuit to mpasure the fre,-uency re ponse characteristics of the in-

strument. A signal generator is used to input a constant amplitude

sinusoidal wave at the e-:ission end.Atcr passing through the entlrr

measurement system,the wave reaches the 15 load.PFig.5 shows the

variation with frequency of the voltat-e across the load.Fron this,o:-

obtains an error of less than 3 % for frequency response when the

frequency is 1000 Hz.

W280

- I 4 i 28.'23k 4k Sk ~

0 -200 400 600 800 1k 1.k 1.4k
2.. Mli (Hz)

Fig.3 Frequency response curve

1 .voltage

2. frequency

Stability

Stability with respect to receiving end source voltage fluctu-

ation We examined the effect on output of the input voltage at the

emission end when the latter varied from 180 V to 242 V.The result iz

as shown in Fig.4.From the figure,it is obvious that the output of the

receiver varies very little even for sizable fluctuation of the sourc'

voltage of the receiving end.

Instrurment sensitivity drift. Fig.5 shows the variation of the

measured sensitivity and that of the emission end battery voltage ar

a function of time.One sees that although the battery voltage drops

fairly rapidly, tlie sensitivity of the gaugc varies only slightly wit.,

4-
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time.(Thr batteries used are two sets of 6402-1 button battPrIps.)

Zero-point drift. Zero-point drift curve is shown in Fig.6.From

the figure,one one can see that after 45 minutes warm-up time,the

zero-point drift is within 2', of the full scale over a period of

4 hours.

I (2[ I(20.1) (!9.I (~192)

14 ( 2.7) 1 (12.73)1 (0 1 196
.13~~ ~ *j 0 )

-.12 (12-65)' (12.7) (12.75) (182).

41 14 1 .

-- 1751 1

a12 -6-.P I J 6 mA 6.(!,,A O.ir

9 2 401 , 6 JS 106

190 210 230 25U 2 4. 6 a 10

Fig.4 Receiver output current Fig.5 Curve 1:Variation of battery
voltage with time

vs. source voltage curve
Curve 2:Variation of gauge

1. Current sensitivity with time

2.Voltage 1. Voltage

2. Time

Effect of Distance Between Dnitttin- Plate And ReceivinR Plate

Fig.7 shows the variation of output cirrent with the distance

between the emitting and receiving plates under the condition of

constant strain.It is obvious that variation in distance has negliribl

effect on the accuracy of measurement.(;'.hen measuring strain of

rotating parts, the distance between the emitting and receiving platc

is usually fmm 20 to 200 mm.)

S4

", . - . : / . T 
' "
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M 1.518 54 18.2 18.1 is 17 7 -1 . 16,2V
I0

00000 1.Oi2 00 3 /.

0 - p

0+ IA0-,. /D 2 . i1

£ 2 4

Fig.6 1)Curve showing drop in battery voltage when

battery was alost used up

2)Zero-point drift

1.Output current 3.Full scale

2.Battery voltage 4.Time

20.4 24 243 20.47 :0.49 20.48

120.431 2048 1 2.4 7 20 .43

a- I -
6310 - - - - - -

40 60 so 100 120 14o 160 18-

Fig.7 Variation of output current 
with distance

between emitting and receiving plates

1.Output current

2.Distance between emitting and receiving 
plates

Chief 'rcchnical Indices

Operating frequency:O-t000 Iz;error in frequency characteristics:

II . , ." ,, , . l-- r "i, ,I I ; , , ', - , -- ,+ -. +' + ..T
- : z + , - -, + + - -"



<3J;maximumn output current:(wIth 15 o load) + 20 mA;crror in

llnearity:(with 15( load) < 1.5 ; ensitivity:(with 15.: load) O.05nA/

1 Pc ;drift in sensit vity:± 2 jc/hr;rante of measurenent:O-50OO 0tc

(6 ranres:+ 30C ;,t 600p3;+ 120 ;ic_ 2 OOCptc;+ 3000ijc;± 5O00c);

long cable transmission range: ' 10Om.

III. rotary- -Bending Method for Testing Accuracy of Model YYB1-1

Remote Strain Gauge

To test the accuracy of the remote strain gauge, the usual methc..

is to obtain two sets of signals from the vibrating beam,pass them

through the remote strain gauge and a common strain gauge respective'

and compare the results of measurement.Such methods do not take into

account the effects of rotation.Under rotating conditions,the

difficulty of testing the accuracy of the remote strain gauge lies in

the choice of a suitable standard strain signal.In order to overcome

this difficulty,we performed a rotary-bending measurement.(Plate I

Photo 2)
(Fig. ba)

An axle was pushed against the pin on the lathe., cantilever

beam was placed on the axle and standard weights were bolted on an

end of the beam.When the axle rotates,the strain in the beam consist:

of a constant strain resulting from centrifugal force,and a dynamic

strain caused by the action of weight W on the beam. The gravitational

component W of the beam bending caused by the latter can be expresr7-

as (Fig.8b)

W = W sine

Hence,theoretically,the dynamic strain must follow a sinusoidal curv.

Since the action of gravitational force on the beam should be the

same whether the beam is stationary or rotating at different speeds,

its amplitude can be found by using ordinary strain measuring device:

under static conditions.This is recorded as t0.As one can accurately



de-terriine the weit:hts of thp standard weit-lits and the bolt, the

elactic modulus--, of thie beam~ and thc loca.tion of the strniin plate

the theoretical value car, be obtained by the following _- equation:

E- t---:*

In the above equation,M is the bending moment at the center of the

strain plate caused by the weight of the standard weights and the

bolt;W is section. modulus of the beam~.

.11
13 120

W.i

Fig.8~~~~~~~~ 9.aybni esrmetstu

1.Small ~~axe5Bl

theF. Rotary-bending me esmlaueouent se-up rcr crrn

ofstrainpatsn pinte in laeAAof seba Fg 8)spr

to NMode. YYB1-1 Strain Gauge and Current Collector-Nodel YJD1 StraJ

1easurin(; System,and took pictures of the waveforms simultaneouly

For comparison of strain amplitudes,we used the same set of short
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moment strain plates for both the remote gauge and the current

collector system.

rhe results of the comparison are shown on Plate I Photos 3-5.

It is obvious that the waveform and phase are basically the same f

the two methods.The small ripples superimposed on the sinusoidal

wave are due to the additional vibration of the beam caused by

vibration of the lathe.(The lathe used in our measurement has low

precision,hence the large bibration.)To obtain the strain amplitude

Cland E measured by the remote gauge and the current collector sys
2

respectively,one should remove the ripples caused by vibration of t

lathe.To do so,first enlarge the curve obtained from the oscillosco,

then connect the mid-points of the rising and falling edges of the

ripples to obtain a smooth curve. This is the curve for the strain di

to gravity. The vertical distance between the highest and lowest poil

on this curve was measured separately on the scale ruled for the remote

gauge and that for the current-collector system. The values obtained

iare "4 times the strain amplitude measured. (When the beam rotates

from the highest point to the lowest point,the strain due to gravit;

g changes sign,so that the measured value is twice the strain amplitu

The other factor of 2 comes about bacause the two strain plates on

the upper and lower sides of the beam are connected by a half-bridg

Hence the total factor of 4.Similarly for the measured static value

Co.)

Values for cQ, c' t i 2 are tabulated in Table 1.The relati

errors are with reference to the theoretically calculated value C t .

Table I

so-gL 1.6%

, a,=. -271. _

$ MORSEJt 2.12X0Io'k/cm'.
(Key, next page)

-. - ~ ~



I .l tem

2.2trair vnlue

3.Errors relative to calculit-d values

4.Jeasurcment under static conditions

5.Theoretical calculation

6.Measurement using remote gauge

7.Measurement using current collector

8.Elastic modulus ' was measured to be

In order to see if the remote gauge can work reliably on a long

term basis under realistic unfavorable conditionsand how accurate th

measured data are in an industrial environment,we tested the Model

YYB1-1 Remote Gauge on the Model 0550 Shape Steel Rolling Mill of

Ch'ung Ch'ing Steel Mill No.3.Our experiments show that the waveform

of torque variation and that of freely decaying torsional vibration

as measured by the remote gauge are basically the same as those

obtained by the current-collector system. The curve on the oscilloscop

is fairly smooth.These waveforms for torque and freely decaying torsi

al vibration of the axle system agree fully with those expected duri

shape steel milling.During the 40-hour continuous testing,40 sets of

data were obtained for comparison,which showed that,basically,the

values of torque measured by the two methods agree quantitatively alg

Recently,we have successfully built a four-channel remote gauge,

It has been applied to the experimental research on machine benches,

and better results have been obtained.

REFERENCES

(] Alen. A.. Expermental Mechnics, 11, 8(1971).
[2 ] Joseph, V.. EzpernenntaJ ItedAaic, 11, 12(1971).
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TJ[TN FILH' RADIATIVE I-EAT z E-iV'0OR

China Academy of Sc(ience,Mechanics Research Institute

Chu Nai I Li '1un- Te Cheng I!ui Liang Ts'ui Chi P'ing Li Lien Hs

Tien Chin University,Department of Radio Waves

Kao Chin Chieh Chang Jui Chih Tung Hsiang Hung Chang Min 9uang

Wen Kuo

Thin film radiative heat sensor is a radiative heat measuring

element that has simple construction,high sensitivity and fast resp.

It is especially suited for fast measurements on radiation in super

sonic equipment.It can also be employed in the calibration of radial

energy.This type of sensor is made by covering the surface of an

ordinary thin film resistance thermometer with a layer of carbon
[1-31

black ,eo as to increase its absorptivity,broaden the absorption

spectrum,and reduce variation of absorptivity with wavelength.

In other countriesthin film radiative heat sensors have usual

been constructed by brushing specially prepared liquid metal suspenq
[ 4]

onto glass or ceramic substrates ,or by covering the glass substra,

sputtered with platinum film 5, with a previously prepared carbon fil

Sensors made in this manner have inferior surface quality,and their

frequency response curve only covers wavelengths below I p .We have

improved the construction technique by first sputtering a layer of

platinum on the glass substrate,and then depositing the carbon direc

onto the surface of the platinum film by means of vacuum deposition

technique. The carbon film obtained this way has a better uniformity.

One has better adhesion between the carbon film and the platinui fil

In addition, the frequency response curve is extended ko cover wave--
(Fig. 3:

lengths below 2 ,,superior to similar sensors made in other countrie

1.Structurp an. Principle of Operation

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the thin film radiative



7
heat sensor. The glass substrate has dimensions 020 mm x 5 mm, the

platinum film is generally a few hundred A thick,and the carbon fi K
0

is usually from 1000 to 4000 A thick.IBecause the carbon film is

sufficiently thin ,most of the radiative heat flow 4 rtransferred to
[ 51

it by external hot Eases will be passed on to the platinum film .

Similarly,as the platinum film is sufficiently thin,its temperature
[31

will be representative of that of the glass substrate .If a small

current is applied to the platinum film via a silver wire, then when

constant external heat flow qrimpinges on the platinum film,its

temperature and resistance will increase with time.Correspondingly,

the voltage drop on the film will also increase.According to the

theory of semi-infinite slab heat transfer,the temperature at the
[6,7]

surface of the sensor has the following time dependence

T(s) - T(O) - ,,. 2V,/r(xpc) glas ()

When a constant current I passes through the sensor,
() - (0) - AV/1 • R, . (2)

The relation between the voltage signal output of the thin film

radiative heat sensor and heat flow (usually referred to as
'temperature curve') is given by

Ant) (3)
21. Rjo V8

The circuit used in our experiment is as shown in Figure 2.Hence,

Equation (3) becomes

4, - (R0 R,) . 2a ADO (4)

2.Fabrication Technique

A layer of platinum was first sputtered onto ,, glass using

high vacuum film deposition equipment. The distance between the plati-

num target and the glass substrate was about 2.5 cm.Pressure inside

the bell jar was 10- 2 mm 1g.D.C. voltage was 1.2-1.5 kV.Current



was 15-20 mA.Sputtrin' time was about 13 minutes.

- /q

IA

11111
I TA II 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of thin film radiative heat sensor

1.Side-view 4.Glass substrate

2.Carbon film 5.Silver wire

3.Platinum film 6.Pront-view

7.Rulings on platinum film

-0

Fig.2 Circuit for measuring 'te~mperature curve'

1.Oscilloscope

To increase the resistance of the platinum film so as to obtain

higher sensor sensitivity,we used a knife blade to make parallel

rulings on the platinum film.The total resistance of the platinum film

then became approximately 200-300Q .The sensor was then placed in a

high temperature oven,heated to 610-630 OC,kept at this temperature fo:-

2 hours,and allowed to cool down gradually by itself.After annealing,

the resistance dropped to 60-100Q .A carbon film was deposited on the

platinum film by means of vacuum evaporation deposition technique.



Better results wpre usually obtained when two pairs of carbon

electrodes were used.Vacuum had to be better than 5x1O "5 mm lig.

The current was about 150 A.Evaporation time was about 2 seconds.

Finally,aging was achieved by passing a current of several tens .of

mA through the sensor for 10 to 20 minutes. This was to enhance the

stability of the sensor.

3. Calibration

Although the transmittance of a single layer of platinum film

is generally smaller than 2%,the reflectance is as high as 40-60--

and varies significantly with wavelength.A single layer of carbon has

a reflectance of 10-20 ,but its transmittance can also reach 10-20%.

By employing the arrangement of a carbon film on top of a platinum

film we have overcome the above difficulties.Fig.3 gives the variationi

with wavelength of the total transmittance,the total reflectance

and the total absorptivity for the Type II sensor most often used

in our experiments.One can see that in the wavelength range between

0.2 p and 2.2 w. The total absorptivity of the sensor stays withinI
the range 0.85 t 10%.In our experiments,we have approximated the tot'I

absoptivity to be 0.85.We measured the temperature dependence of the
0

resistance of the platinum film in the range 24.4-79.0 C, and the

temperature coefficient was found found from a=(RT 2-RT )/RTI(T2-T1).

The two Type II sensors used most often in our experiments both had

ci=3.06x10-3 /degree.We examined the thickness of standard samples of

carbon film on various models of sensors with Model 6J interference
O

Microscope.Type II carbon film had a thickness of less than 1400 A.

We also used JSM-U3 Scanning Electron Microscope to examine the

surface features of standard carbon film samples. mii-nification was

increased from 6Ox to 30000x.Only a few black spots on the order of

1 i were seen o. the edges of the samples. These were probably gas

bubbles or pin holes. The rest of the suface was smooth and flat,
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showing good uniformity of the carbon film.

4.Experimental Methods and Set-Up

Eight cylindrical flat-head models with diameter r = 29 mm
mm 3

were installed together in the Model 800Excitation Tube of our

laboratory. In the middle of the model head was a 5 mm thick quartz

window with radius r2= 8 mm or 10 mm. The distance between the surface

of the sensor and the outer surface of the window was usually about

6-8 mm.The effective radius of the surface of the sensor was 8 mm or

9.5 mm.

We assume that the gas flow in Region(2) of the tube was uniform

during the effective period of the experiment. The radiative energy of

the arc excited waves at the model head and that of the high tempera-

ture gas between the model windows was transmitted through the window

and absorbed by the sensor. The voltage signal generated in the

platinum film was displayed on the SBR-1 Oscilloscope.One can use

Equation (4) to calculate the flow rate 4,., of radiative heat incident

9on the sensor.

Under our present experimental conditions,the high temperature

gas at the model head is optically dilute.Let us further assume that

the temperature and density are constant throughout the arc excited

wave.Then,according to geometric allocation,under nodal-point condi-

tions,the relation between the total:radiative *energy E of the high

temperature gas and the flow rate 4,., of the radiative heat received

by the sensor will be given by

F- .Tg, "5'FA'- (5)
2

FA d,,• -,, ,t (6)

In our work,we have chosen F ar window/r 3 =0.55,

approximately.The reometric factors of the TypeII sensors used most

often are F -0.38 (#I) and 0.24 (#6).

g

- , i . - - -- -



At the sam=e ttrne,we measured the radiative heat transfer in

Region(5) under the conditions of reflected excitation wave.1-ameliy,

a reflectinr cylinder with 9.2 cm diameter and 8 cm depth was added to

the front of the model head.If one considers the rate of increase in

0.8

0.6 -2

0.4

0.2

-0

0.4 0.8 1.2 16 2.0 2.4

I. t Ka (11)

Fig.3 Optical pz-opertiz. of Type II Thin Film Radiative

Heat Sensor
- absorptivity

---reflectance(YiPS-5000 Monochromator Spectrometer)

-.transniittance(Beckman Monochromator Spectrometer
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2.Ref. 153

3. Wavelength

thO. I t Ik.

(illegibA

Fig.4 ~ S. Coprsno hoyadeprmn o aitv

energy of h~ightmeauear ne qiiru

Fi.4 Comparitsone of theory andexperimenta fovadiativ

3.Theoretical values 4.Reference 5.Prosent article



the thickness of Rei-ion(5) to be approxim~ately uniform,and tne

temperature and density of this region to be constant, then because

the heat flow rate at the window and at the surface of the sensor

is directly proportional to the thickness of Region(5),it will also

be directly proportional to time:

4,.,(t) - A "' (7)

After integration, the voltage signal generated at the surface of the

sensor is found to be

4AV() - B • t (,

Under constant voltage conditions,Ea.(4) becomes

3, (R + R,)' l/(Ppc' :i:: AT'(,) (9)
4 RR,E 2a T

Correspondingly,Eq.(5) becomes

- F,. T.. a,- 8(,)FA --E (10)
2

where qrf(t) is the heat flow rate at time t; 6(t) is the thickness

of Region(5) at time t;the other coefficients are the same as in Eq.(

5.Experimental Results

We obtained radiative heat flow rate repeatedly at the nodal poir.

and in Region(5) under the three conditions p1=l0,i and 10- 1 mm 11g.

The scatter of the testing points was generally within ± 20N.

A comparison of our experimental results with experimental resui.:

and theoretical calculations done abroad is given in Fig.4.The devia-

tion of the average value we obtained from thosf, obtained by others i-

generally within a few tens percent. This is on the same order of

magnitude as the deviation of values among the results obtained by

the other authors.The trend of variation with different conditions

also agrees with that observed by other authors. This means that these

data should be useful in practical engineering pplications.

From the preliminary experimental results,it Cflfl be seen that

our sensor meets the requirements on durability,sensitivity and

.. ..- -



response time.!ieproducibility and stability in repeated experiment"

also good.Of course,fabrication is still crude and calibration is not

yet complete.Experimental errors arose mainly 
from irreproducibility

of experimental condi tions and inaccuracy 4 t t!: 1intlon

speed of the excitation wave.Other factors 
include calibration,non-

uniformity of gas flow and presence of impurities.mprovements need

to be made in the future.

We would like to extend our thanks to Comrade Shan Tse Chen who

gave us a great deal of help with the platinum 
film sputtering.
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RESEARCtl RErOR I'

DETERMINATION OF PARAIVETERS OF MODEL958O0 EXCITATION TUBE

China Academy of Science,Mechanics Research Institute

Chu Nai I Li Hung Te Cheng Hui Liang Li Lien Htsiang

!.Experimental Set-Up and Principle of Operation

In our experiment,a cylindrical stainless steel wave excitation

tube was used.High voltage section has length 1.6 m and inner diametci

223 rim;low voltage and experimental region has inner diameter 800 r: .

Hydrogen-oxygen combustion was used for driving.Driving pressure was

about 80 ata. The effective distance between the measuring stand and

the sensing film was about 14 m.
['1

We used a thin-film-resistance-thermometer typed gold film heat

sensor in the excitation tube to measure the length of Region(2) and

the shape of the wavefront. The interface between the Intermediate

Region and Region(3) was determined using an electric probe. These

signals were fed directly or via a thermoelectric simulation circuit

into SBR-1 Oscilloscope.

9 When the excitation wave first arrives at the gold film, the heat

flow carried by the high temperature gas causes the film temperaturc

to rise abruptly.1Hence,arrival of the wavefront is indicated by a

sudden appearance of signal on the temperature curve or heat flow

curve(after passing through the thermoelectric simulation circuit)

recorded by the oscilloscope.After this comes Region(2) of uniform

flow.Basically,the speed of heat flow from the high temperature gas

to the gold film does not vary,and one obtains on the oscilloscope a

smooth parabolic temperature curve or a horizontal heat flow curve.

When the interface between the Intermediate Region and Region(2)

arrives,because of the change in state of flow before and after the

intarface,one should see an obvious point of inflection on both the



temiperature curve and the heat flow curve recorded by the oscilloseo

Thus the appearance of signal and the point of inflection mark the

endpoints of the of hoznogeneous flow of Region(2).

In order to measure the shape of the wavefront,we placed more

than two sensors on the same horizontal plane perpendicular to the

axis of the excitation tube,at various distances from the axis.To

avoid the problem of the two oscilloscope scanning beams being

unsymmetrical,we fed the signal from two sensors into the same

scanning beam,one with positive polarity and the other with negative

polarity.The signal thus recorded is a superposition of two gold fil

temperature curves.When the wavefront reaches gold film #1 first,the

total signal rises rapidly and when the wavefront reaches gold film

the total signal drops abruptly;conversely,if the wavefront reaches

gold film #2 first,the total signal first drops,then suddenly rises

when the wavefront reaches gold film #1.In this manner,one can

accurately determine order in which the wavefront reaches the gold

films. The distance between the two points of change on

the total signal is simply the time difference between the arrival of

g the wavefront at the two gold films.This,multiplied by the speed of

the excitation wave,gives the degree of bending of the wavefront

between the two positions.

In actual excitation tubes,the mass loss due to the presence of

the boundary layer and the turbulent mixing of the gases between

Region(2) and Region(3) result in a fairly long Intermediate Region.

As the gas in Region(3) is cold and contains no charged particles,

while the Intermediate Region contains some charged particles due to

mixing with the gas of Hegion(2),we were able to use an electric prob

to determine the location of the interface between the Intermediate

RetI on and Region(3).



2.Expermental Results

Based on the expermental results, the state of flow in the

excitation tube can be qualitatively divided into several regions

as shown in Fig.l.

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of state of flow in the excitation tubr

1 .Wavefront 5.Region(3)

2.Region(2) 6.Boundary layer

3.Intermediate Region 7. Tube wall

4. Interfaces70
600

40

200 - 0

1 10 12 14 16 IIS

*Fig.2 Determination of the location of the Intermediate Region

1j mm Hg(,,x 5 = 14 m

o Interface between iegion(2) and Intermediate Region as

determined with heat sensor

*Interface between Region(3) and Intermediate Region as

determined with the electric probe

-Period of uniform flow in Region(2) o~f an ideal tube

---Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for

turbular flow14
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Fig.3 Determination of the location of the Intermediate Region

p 1 =10 - mm ig,Xs= 14 m

X Interface between Region(2) and the Intermediate Region as

determined with heat sensor

a Interface between Region(3) and Intermediate Region as

determined with electric probe

Period of uniform flow in Region(2) of an ideal tube

Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for laminar

flow[31

--- Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for turbular

flow 
4 1
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'100 -,
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Fig.4 Determination of the location of the Intermediate Region

p1=10 -2 mm Hg, x,= 14 m

A Interface between Region(2) and the Intermediate Region as

determined with heat sensor
. Interface between Region(3) and the Intermediate Region as

determined with the electric probe

- Period of uniform flow in Region(2) of an ideal tube

--- Period of uniform flow after 'ircls correction for laminar flow [3]



pa " 1, 10- ', 10-'inmHg

1)Length of }(efion(2) Fits.2-4 give the length of time of unifoi,.;<
A

flow in Region(2).The trend of variation of, with Ms agrees with

theoretical analysis. The value of T actually measured is usually only• 2

1/2 to 1/3 that of the ideal excitation tube. This shows that loss

at the boundary layer and mising at the first interface result in

a substantial reduction of the effective period of uniform flow in

Region(2) of the tube.

Quite a few authors have studied and discussed the problem of

length reduction of Region(2) due to the presence of the boundary
[3,4]

layer in the excitation tube.Mirels' theory is generally regarded

as being more reliable.Comparing our experimental results with the

theoretical values obtained after Mirels correction,we found that

at pl= I mm Hg,the experimental points are a little lower than the

curve corrected for boundary layer turbular flow;at pl= 10- mm Hg,

for high and low M.,the experimental points fall between the curve

corrected for laminar flow and that corrected for turbular flow,

while for intermediate M8 values,the expermental points lie a little

lower than the corrected curves;at p1=10- 2 mm Hg,the experimental

" points agree fairly well with the curve corrected for

laminar flow for the entire range of values of M,.Our experimental
[S]

results agree basically with those obtained by Lin Shau Chi et al

for their 24-inch excitation tube at p1=10- I and 10-2 mm Hg.An

observation worth mentioning is the tendency for the

experimental results to agree better with the theoretical curve

corrected for boundary layer laminar flow at lower p,,and to agree

better with the curve corrected for boundary layer turbular flow at

higher pl;a state of transition is exhibited for intermediate pl.

In order to further study the variation of T with plwe nieasur

the value of T corresponding to different pl,holding M. constant.
2

The results for Ms--t and 15 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.We see that
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for Pi1 I0- mm Hg or lower, '2 agrees with the value predicted by

laminar flow theory,i.e. under this condition,the state of flow in

the boundary layer of the tube is mainly laminar.For pl= 1 mm Hg

or higher,", agrees with the value predicted by turbular flow theory,

and is much lower than that predicted by the laminar flow theory.

Under this condition, the state of flow in the boundary layer is

mainly turbular.In both of these regions, 2 increases with p,.

In the Intermediate Region, the contributions from neither the laminar

flow nor the turbular flow should be neglected.As p, increases,the

increase in T2 becomes smaller and there is even a drop in 120

This transition occurs

approximately between 10 and 1 mm Hg for our excitation tube.

Soo
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Fig.5 Variation of period of uniform flow in Region(2) with p1

Ms=10 ,xs= 14m

- Period of uniform flow in an ideal tube

-Period of uniform flow after Mirels crorrection for laminar

flow

---Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for turbulir

flow

Vqi
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Fig.6 Variation of period of uniform flow in Region(2) with p1

Ms = 15 ,x, = 14m

- Period of uniform flow in an ideal tube
- Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for laminar flow

Period of uniform flow after Mirels correction for turbular flc%,

To examine the validity of the above viewpoint,we used gold-fil :

heat sensors installed on the side wall of the excitation tube to

determine the position 1It of the turning point in the boundary layer,

and compared it with length 12 =T2 u2 of Region(2) measured inside the

tube.At p1 = 1 mm Hg,lt 1 2/3.(Under this condition,the Reynold number

Re, - (W - 1) u.. P , - 11, 2 X 10')

g This shows that the turning point lies far in front of the first

interface. The flow in that part of the boundary layer corresponding to

Region(2) is mainly in a turbular flow state.Hence,basically,we should

use turbular theory to estimate the effect of loss on length

reduction of Region(2).At pl= 3x10 -2 mm Hg,l t >1 2,the turning point

is located behind the first interface,i.e. the flow in that part of

the boundary layer corresponding to Region(2) is entirely in a lamina

flow state.Therefore,one should use the laminar flow theory to esti-

mate the effect of loss in the boundary layer on the reduction in

length of Region(2).

2)Shape of the Wavefront

Fig 7 gives the results of measurement of wavefront under the
conditions p,= 1 x 10- 2- 3 x 10 2mm Hg and M =20. r denotes the

~ conditions
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distance between the point of measurement and tie axis of the tube;

x denotes the difference in distance on the wavefront between the

point of measurement and the center of the wavefront.Taking the center

of the wavefront as the origin,we assign a positive value for laggingr

points on the wavefront and a negative value for leading points on

the wavefront. The waveform distortion as measured by our experiment

is on the aciP about 5 times as large as that calculated
[6,71

from existing boundary layer theories , and 2-3 times as large as the
151

results obtined by Lin Shau Chi et al .Near the wall,the average

value of x/R is around 7%s. This shows that the degree of wavefront

distortion is quite large. However,in the region within a radius of

10 cm from the center, the wavefront is basically flat.When p, increase-,

unevenness of the wavefront decreases.In our set-up,the serious

wavefront distortion may have been due to the larger inner diameter

and the not sufficiently stable hydrogen-oxygen combustion drive.

40 I'

30*

* 20

-20

-40 -'0 - , '

-10 0 10
x(cm)

, Fig.7 Experimental results of measurement of shape of wavefront

Y, s= 2 0 ,=(j-3)x1O - 2 ray HG

Center of wavefront is taken as the origin.

represent 5 typical results of measurement
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1 South

2. Wall

3.Shape of wavefront as calculated from boundary layer theory

4. Region(1)

5.Region(2)

6.Axis of tube

3)The Intermediate Region between Region(2) and Region(3) Figs.

2-4 give the position Io r 2 of the interface between Region(2) and

the Intermediate Region as well as the position 13 or T 3 of the inter-

face between the Intermediate Region and Region(3).Roughly speaking,

Tj is about twice as large as T i.e. 1 is twice as large as 12.
2 3 2

In other words,the lengths of the Intermediate Region and Region(2)

are on the same order of magnitude.We compared the value of T we3

obtained with an electric probe inside the tube with that obtained

previously by Comrades Ts'ui Chi P'ing et al who used an electric probe

to make measurements in the boundary layer at the tube wall.Under the

conditions p1=10 - 2 mmHg'M,=20,T 3 13Cs inside the tube while T3 is

approximately 400-500 ws along the tube wall.This shows that the

Intermediate Region is longer at the wall than inside the tube,

as is evident from Fig. 1.

We would like to cordially thank Comrades Yu Hung Ju and Shan Tse

Chen who gave us valuable help in the use of the thermoelectric

simulation circuit and in the fabrication of the gold film heat sensor.
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